RADICAL INNOVATIONS

Dining Room Committee Installs Weekly Boarding System

The union dining room opened last Monday under a new management, after a new system and new waiters. The changes made in the Weekly Boarding Department, whereby a service is started for regular boarders. Until this system the board pays $3.00 a week, he has a seat at a reserved table on the east side of the dining room, such table furnished with a cloth and a waiter. Child boarders may be lack sitting 12 men by application to the head-waiter. Receipts for board, paid in advance, are obtainable from the business office and the charge for entering and leaving the dining room. In consideration of the fact that many men are away from the city over Saturday and Sunday, an extension of time will be granted for absence of 3 or more consecutive meals, provided arrangements are made before hand. This boarder service will only be given at the noon hour to the regular patrons, as the dining-room is too crowded.

The counter service has been improved for the ability of the pasty corner, which the old lunch counter, from which one only will obtain pies, cakes, ice cream, salads, etc., while the old counter will supply the regular hot dishes and soups and butter. On leaving the counter each man's purchases will be appointed by a checker who hands out the set of tickets. The installation of a bakery, complete with an electric furnace and in charge of an expert baker and baker, will bring the union breads and pies to a higher state of perfection, besides insuring the freshness of the supply.

Under the management of the President's assistant, allied to the Dining Room Committee, an extension of the counter service, and additional men to another section, -which one section, the clerk assigns any additional men to another section to another section. In this way, when a certain number of men have been assigned to a section with German, or French, according to which is prescribed for him. Under the revised system, the freshman on arrival, registers for Chemistry A or B, and on leaving the counter, from which one can obtain pies, cakes, ice cream, salads, etc., while the old counter will supply the regular hot dishes and soups and butter. On leaving the counter each man's purchases will be appointed by a checker who hands out the tickets. The installation of a bakery, complete with an electric furnace and in charge of an expert baker and baker, will bring the union breads and pies to a higher state of perfection, besides insuring the freshness of the supply.

The counter service has been improved for the ability of the pasty corner, which the old lunch counter, from which one only will obtain pies, cakes, ice cream, salads, etc., while the old counter will supply the regular hot dishes and soups and butter. On leaving the counter each man's purchases will be appointed by a checker who hands out the set of tickets. The installation of a bakery, complete with an electric furnace and in charge of an expert baker and baker, will bring the union breads and pies to a higher state of perfection, besides insuring the freshness of the supply.

Under the management of the President's assistant, allied to the Dining Room Committee, an extension of the counter service, and additional men to another section, -which one section, the clerk assigns any additional men to another section to another section. In this way, when a certain number of men have been assigned to a section with German, French, or any other foreign language, the student on arrival registers for Chemistry A or B, and on heading his card to the clerk, it is registered with the section to which he wishes to be assigned, -which number of men have been assigned to one section, the clerk assigns additional men to another section, which number has not its full quota. In this way a definite number of pupils will compose, a section and any crowding due to the overstocked system is prevented. On assignment to a section, the student then makes out the attendance card and roll slips as formerly.

FRESHMAN REGISTER

Changes Made to Insure Small Sections of Uniform Size

In the registration of freshmen Regis- ter Dean Humanbury made a marked change in the division of the entering class into sections. In former years an estimate of the probable number and of the relative proportion expected to enter this year was necessary. Under the revised system, the freshman on arrival, registers for Chemistry A or B, and on heading his card to the clerk, it is registered with the section to which he wishes to be assigned, -which number of men have been assigned to one section, the clerk assigns additional men to another section, which number has not its full quota. In this way a definite number of pupils will compose, a section and any crowding due to the overstocked system is prevented. On assignment to a section, the student then makes out the attendance card and roll slips as formerly.

CALENDAR

Wednesday, September 29.
10:00 A. M.--President's address to new men in Hunt Hall.
2:00 P. M.--First lecture on drill and drill 1912 dates meeting. Hunt Hall.
Friday, October 1.
6:30 P. M.--Y. M. C. A. reception to new men at the Union Hall.
Saturday, October 2.
2:10 P. M.--Train leaves Back Bay Station for Hyde Park. First hour and bounds" run.
6:30 P. M.--The Tech Dinner to 1913.

FURNITURE FOR STUDENTS' ROOMS

Well Made and Practical Furniture for Every Purpose at Moderate Prices

Our immense assortments offer every opportunity for tasteful selection at lower prices for equal quality than would be possible in any smaller establishment. We lay's made a special study of student's needs and are prepared to meet every requirement.

MISSON CHAIRS--Quartered oak frames, Spanish leather seats. Price .................. 6.00
MISSION ROCKERS--Large easy chairs, extra high backs, Spanish leather seat cushion. Price ............ 11.00
MORRIS CHAIR FRAMES--Gold or weathered oak, wide arms. Price .................. 5.00
OAK ARM CHAIRS--Wood seats, square backs, weather or golden. Price ............ 4.50
GOLDEN OAK CHIPPONIERS--Pie easy running drawers, large plate mirror. Price .................. 8.00
BURREAS--40 inches wide, 28 in.x 28 in. oval mirror, 4 drawers, weathered finish. Price .................. 14.50
IRON BEDS--Russet trimmings, all sizes. Price .................. 25.00

Hygienic Bedding--A large selection of pillows, mattress and, upholstered springs at lowest prices for goods of quality.

Our Contract Office We employ a corps of expert contract decorators who are ready at all times to consult with you or advise you as to the furnishing of your rooms or suites. Estimates submitted free of charge.

Jordan Marsh Company
HOUSEFURNISHING ANNEX

PHILLIPS' BACK BAY EXPRESS

Baggage Transferred from all Stations

FREIGHT WORK OF ALL KINDS
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

Office Telephone 978 Back Bay
Stable Telephone 1925-1 Roxbury

32 Court Square
34 St. James Avenue

34 St. James Avenue